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The  matr ix g rammar  is a wel l -known concept of  a g rammar  with restricted 
use of productions. By weakening the matr ix restrictions imposed on context- 
free grammars  everal new types of grammars  are introduced; some of them 
are proved to possess the same generative power as ordinary matr ix grammars;  
for some other types inclusion properties are obtained. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
Recently there has been much interest in generalizations of context-free 
grammars. A very fruitful concept in this regard seems to be the development 
of context-free grammars with restricted use of productions. The resulting 
grammars have a higher generative capacity than context-free grammars. 
Matrix grammars, as introduced by Abraham (1965), fall into this category; 
as equivalent concepts we only mention here programmed grammars 
[Rosenkrantz (1969)], grammars with a regular control language [Salomaa 
(1970)] and unordered scattered context grammars [Mayer (1972)]. 
In this paper we consider matrixlike restrictions imposed on context-free 
grammars: By weakening the matrix restriction of Abraham we get several 
new types of grammars, some of which are proved to possess the same 
generative power as the original matrix grammars. For some other types 
inclusion results are established whereas the problem of proper containment 
remains open. 
I I .  BAsiC DEFINITIONS 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the notions of formal language 
theory. In this section we introduce three well-known concepts of context- 
free grammars with restrictions on the use of the productions: Let G 
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(N, T, R, S) be a context-free grammar where N is the finite nonterminal 
alphabet, T is the finite terminal alphabet, R is a finite set of context-free 
productions and S in N the starting symbol. G is called E-free (E denotes the 
empty word), if it does not contain productions A -+ E; L(G) denotes the 
language generated by G. 
(a) Let M be a finite set of finite sequences 
(ri~ , ri2 , . . . ,  r in i )  , n i ~ l, 
of labels of productions r~.j in R. These sequences are called matrices and 
the pair 
G~ = (G, M) 
is called a context-free matrix grammar. Derivations in matrix grammars are 
defined as follows. The application of a matrix (r x .... , r~) to a word w in 
(N u T) + is defined as a context-free derivation 
W --~ WO ::~- Wl  =:~ " "  ::~ Wn,  
r I r 2 r~ 
where w~_ 1 ~ w i is realized by applying the production with label r i . 
The language generated by Gm exactly contains those words of L(G) which 
can be obtained by a successive application of entire matrices. ~/d ~ denotes 
the family of languages generated by arbitrary matrix grammars; d/[ the subset 
obtained by considering E-free context-free grammars G only. 
(b) A programmed grammar (with empty failure fields in the sense of 
Rosenkrantz), abbreviated pg, is a pair 
c~ = (G, ~), 
where G = (N, T, R, S) is a context-free grammar and ¢ is a mapping of the 
set F of production labels of G into the set of subsets of/7. The language 
generated by G~ exactly contains those words of L(G) which possess acontext- 
free derivation where for each pair of succeeding steps 
Wi_  1 ~ W i ::~ Wi+ 1 
re rz+l 
the label r~+ I is in the set ~(ri). 
The family of all languages generated by programmed grammars (with 
empty failure fields) is denoted by ~,  ~ being the subset where G ranges over 
E-free context-free grammars. 
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(c) An unordered scattered context grammar (uscg) is a pair 
G~ = (G, U) 
where G ---- (N, T, R, S) is a context-free grammar and U is a finite set of 
finite chains of production labels 
<r I .... , rn) , n ~ 1. 
The elements of U are called production systems. A production system 
<r x ,..., rn), where r i : At -+ wi can only be applied to a word 
xlAtlx~ . . .xnA~xn+ 1 in (NU T) + 
if {i 1 ,..., i~} ~- {1,..., n}. The application results in the word 
XlWi IX2  • . .  XnWi  Xn+ 1 • 
The language generated by Gus exactly contains those words of L(G) which 
can be derived by application of entire production systems. 5~ denotes the 
family of unordered scattered context languages, 5p the subset obtained by 
underlying E-free core grammars G. 
Remark 1. d# -= @~ --= 5t'~, 
[cf., Salomaa (1970) and Mayer (1972)]. 
I I I .  MATRIXLIKE R~STRICmlONS ON CONT~xT-FR~E GRAMMARS 
Consider a pair (G, V) as fundamental for the following concepts: G 
(N, T, R, S) is a context-free grammar and V is a finite set of finite chains of 
production labels of G. Let v ~ (r 1 ,..., r~) be an element of V. At first we 
distinguish the following types of applications of v in a derivation w *~ ~:  
(i) w=w0~wl~- - .~w.= 
r l  r2 rn 
(ii) w- -w  0 ~w a ~ "'" ~w~ =v~ 
r~ 1 Ff 2 rt~ 
where (il ,..., i~) = {l ..... n) 
(iii) w=w0:* -wl*~wl '~'"~w~_l '  ~W~--  
r 1 r~ rn 
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where all productions applied in the steps w¢ *~ w~' (1 ~< i ~< n -- 1) belong 
to elements v' in V with v' :/: v. 
t (iv) w = w0 :~ wl *~ wl' => "'" *~ ~v~_l => w~ = 
r i  1 r i  2 r i  n 
where {i 1 ,..., i~) = {1,..., n) and all productions applied in the steps w~ 
wi' (1 ~ i ~ n -- 1) belong to elements v' in V with v' :/: v. 
(v) like (iii) without he condition v' :~ v. 
(vi) like (iv) without he condition v' :~ v. 
In each concept (i)-(vi) the language generated by (G, V) exactly contains 
those words of L(G) which are obtained by applications of entire elements of 
V, as described above. Each of these concepts yields a greater generative 
power than ordinary context-free grammars; the well-known oncontext-free 
language 
{a'b~c~ l n >~ 1} 
can be generated in each concept by the grammar (G, V) with 
G=({S,A,B},  {a,b,c}, {S+AB,  A- ,aAb,  A~ab,  B~cB,  B~c},S)  
and V ~- {(S --~ AB), (A --+ aAb, B --~ cB), (A -+ ab, B ~ c)}. Obviously the 
type (i) application describes matrix grammars. 
DEFINITION 1. A pair Gum ~ (G, V) with type (ii) application is called 
an unordered matrix grammar (umg), the elements of V are called unordered 
matrices. The family of languages generated by umg's is denoted by ~-~;  
~ denotes the subset of ~ J# where only E-free core grammars G are 
considered, umg's have been introduced by Cremers (1972). 
DEFINITION 2. A pair Go = (G, V) with type (iii) application is called 
vector grammar (vg), the elements of V are called vectors. 
The corresponding families of languages are denoted by ~/'~ and ~//~, respec- 
tively. 
DEFINITION 3. A pair Guy = (G, V) with type (iv) application is called 
unordered vector grammar (uvg), the elements of V are called unordered 
vectors. The corresponding families of languages are ~'~'~ and ~/~K ",respec- 
tively, uvg's are also considered by Cremers (1972). 
DEFINITION 4. Grammars (G, V)with type (v) and type (vi) application 
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are called generalized vg's and generalized uvg's, respectively. The corre- 
sponding families of languages are ~t/" ,, ~'~o, ~F'~,, q /~,  respectively. 
Remark 2. The following inclusion properties are obvious: 
q /~"  C dz '~, q/~/C all, 
IV .  UNORDERED MATRIX GRAMMARS AND "VECTOR GRAMMARS 
In this section we establish several containment and equivalence results 
concerning the grammatical concepts introduced in the previous ection. 
LEMMA l. 2T" C O//d//'E, S P C q/J//'. 
Proof. Let Gus = (G, U) be an uscg with G -~ (N, T, R, S). An equiv- 
alent umg Gum ~ (G', V) is constructed as follows: Let G' ~ (N', T, R', S) 
with N'  ~- N t3 {A I A in N} where the £/are new symbols. We define a 
homomorphism t on (N t3 T) + by t(A) = .~ for each A in N and t(a) = a 
for each a in T. For each production system (r 1 ,..., rr~) with r i : A i --~ w i , 
1 ~ i ~ m, the set V contains the following unordered matrices 
(A 1 ~ t(Wl),..., Am ---> t(w~a)), 
( ] i l l  --+ A l l ) , . . .  , (2~il/: 1---> Alkl) , . . .  , (~im I -+  Am1 )..... (Z~mk¢~--* Am},~ ) 
where A,1 "'" A** (1 <~ i ~< m) is the word obtained from wi by deleting all 
terminal symbols in wi. 
Clearly, L(Gum) = L(aus). 
Lemma 1 together with Remarks 1 and 2 give the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. dr" = qljAf,, d't = q l J l .  
COROLLARY 1. For each language in a?lJK'(qlJ[) there is an (e-free) umg in 
2-normal form, i.e., all unordered matrices are of the form 
(A ~ w) or (Al-~ w., As-~ w2) 
where w, wl , w~ do not contain more than two symbols, respectively. 
This results from the construction ofLemma 1 based on the corresponding 
normal form for uscg's [cf., Mayer (1972)]. 
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LEMMA 2. The families d_/, ~2/o/~, ,  J?/YP, Y/'= and o~z$/~ are closed under 
k-restricted homomorphism, a 
Proof. Let G~ = (G, V) be a grammar with type (i)-(vi) application, 
resp. ; let G = (N, T, R, S) and h a homomorphism of T* which is k- 
restricted on L(G~). Let l be the maximal ength of all right-hand sides of the 
productions in R; let L l~L(G~)rq{~{a in T--, I~l  ~k}  and L 2 = 
{c~ 1S *~ ~1 k ~ I ~ 1 ~< 2k + l - -  2}. (1 a} denotes the length ofthe word a.) 
For each c~ in (N u T) + such that k ~< I ~ I <~ 2k + l - -  2 we introduce a new 
symbol S. Let N~ ={S}h ~< I~1 ~<2h- -  1} and N~ ={&lk~<jc~l  ~< 
2k + 1 - -  2}. Let S be a new symbol, 2V ~ N~ t3 {S}. 
We construct a grammar (G, V) of the same application type with G = 
(/V, T, R, S); R consists of the following productions: 
(i) S--+ h(a) for each ~ inL1,  
(ii) S'--+ &foreach~inL~,  
(iii) xAy --+ x@ for each xAy in N~ and .d --> w in R, 
(iv) & -+ fi~7 for ~ in N2 with a = fly and/3, 7 in N1, 
(v) a --~ h(a) for each & in N 1 where c~ in T +. 
V consists of: 
(l) all elements (f) where f is label of a production in (i), (ii), and (v); 
(2) all elements of the form (p l ,  ql,  P2, q2 ,-.., P~, q,) for each element 
(fl ,fe .... ,f~) in V, where Pi is obtained by (iii) from fi : A -+ w and qi is 
either a label of one of the productions in (iv) or a label of no production 
(i.e., no production is applied). Clearly, (G, T 7) generates h(L(Gv)). 
LEMMA 3. For each mg G,~ there exists a vg G, with L(G~) = L(G~)d. 
Proof. Let Gm = (G, {fl,-.-, f~}) with G = (N, T, R, S) be a rag. We 
may assume that G~ is in 2-normal form. We construct a vg G, = (G, V) 
with G = (N, T, R, S). Let S ,D ,D  1,...,D¢, be new symbols, N= 
IV k3 {S, D, D t ..... D,} and T = T W {d}. 
U contains the vectors: 
(i) (S --> SD) and (D --~ d), 
(ii) (D ~ Di,  A --> w, Di --> D) for each one-elementary matrix 
f i  = (A -+ w) in M, 
1 A homomorph ism h f rom TI + into T~ + is k - res t r i c ted  on  a subset  L o f  T1 + i f  
h(w) = e fo r  zo inL  impl ies  zv = e and  h(w) va e fo r  each  subword  w of  length  greater  
than  or  equa l  to  k fo r  each  word  in L .  
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(iii) (D -+ Dr,  .4;1 -+ wjl , A3. 2 -+ w~-~, Dj --~ D) for each two-elemen- 
tary matrix f j  --  (z/jl --~ w~l , Aj. 2 -+ wj2) in M. 
Clearly, L(Gv) = L(G~)d. 
LEMMA 4. ~1 C $/~, dP  C ~¢~. 
The first inclusion follows from Lemma 3 by Lemma 2 (with h(a) = a for 
each a in :F, h(d) = e), the second inclusion by replacing the production 
D --~ d in the construction of Lemma 3 by the production D ---> e. 
LEMMA 5. ,,//'e C ~c, ~ C ~i~. 
Proof. Let G~ : (G ,V)  be a vg with G : (N, T, R, S); we assume 
that V contains m vectors 
(r~,l ,..., r~.~,), k = 1 . . . . .  ra .  
We construct a pg G~ -~ (G, ¢), G ~ (/V, T, R, S), with L(G,)  ~ L(Gv): 
The productions in R are labeled as follows. The production labeled in 
G o by r~,j(1 ~ k ~ m, 1 ~ j ~ nk) is labeled in G,  by the set of labels 
{rk.(h ..... Zk-.J.~k+X ..... ~)] 1 ~< li ~ ni, 1 <~ i <~ m, i & j}. 
The mapping ¢ is defined by 
¢(r~,(~x . . . . .  ~_ , ,~ ,~,~ . . . . .  ~) )  = {~, (~ . . . . .  ~_ , ,~ ,~,~+~ . . . . .  ~)  11 <~ i <~ m) 
where 8~ : /k+l  for/k < nk and 8zk % ~ 1 for/~ = nk. Clearly, 
L(G~) -~ L(G,). 
THEOREM 2. ¢" ---- ~ = d//, $/~ = ~ = J~ .  
This results from Remark 1, Lemma 4 and Lemma 5. 
V. GENERALIZED VECTOR GRAMMARS 
In this section the generative capacity of gvg's and guvg's is compared to 
that of the matrixlike types considered in the previous ection. 
DEFINITION. An n-limited derivation according to a gvg(guvg) is a 
derivation w ~ w' in which each vector can be restarted, if at most n --  1 
applications of this vector are not yet terminated. 
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A gvg(guvg) G,  is said to be of degree n if each word in L(G,) possesses 
an n-limited derivation, but not an n'-limited derivation where n' ~ n. 
Let ~/'~ and °21"/7"~(~ and ~'YP~) denote the families of languages generated 
by (e-free) gvg's and guvg's of degree ~< n, respectively. The families Y/'~ and 
4'~//'o~(7/'~ and ~'$/'¢~) exactly contain the languages generated by (e-free) 
gvg's and guvg's of arbitrary degree, respectively. Clearly, ~/r~ _-- ~ = 
~//-~ for each finite integer n; analogously for the families ~'Y/'~, $/', ~7/'. 
Remark 3. The following inclusions are obvious: 
~ c ~,  ~ c ~,  
~ c ~,  ~,:~ c ~-//:o. 
LEMMA 6. ~/~" C ~//'L 
Proof. Let G, = (G, V), G -~ (N, T, R, S), be a~gvg. We construct an 
equivalent mg G~ : (G, M) with G = (N, T, R, S). Let 
S=NU{S,D}U{D~j l l  ~ i~n,  1 <~j<~n~} 
where n is the number of vectors 
f /=  (A,1 ~ Wll ,..., A i , ,  ~ ~i~,) 
in V. S, D, and the D/j are new symbols. 
M contains the matrices 
(i) (S---> SD), 
(ii) for each vectorf i ,1 ~ i~n:  
(A,I --~ wii , D -+ DDa), 
(A~j ---> wij, Dij-1 ---> D~j) (2 ~ j ~< nO, 
(Oi. ,  ~ e), 
(iii) (D --+ e). 
Clearly, L( G~) = L( G~). 
LEMIVlA 7. o~/~ C O'//~//'E. 
Proof. Let G. = (G, V), G -- (N, T, R, S), be a guvg. We define an 
equivalent uvg Guy = (G, V) with O = (2V, T, R, S). 
Let n be the number of vectors 
fi = (Ail --> wil ..... Ain, --> win,) 
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in V. We introduce new symbols S', D and 
{Di,(q ..... %) ]1  ~ i~n,  1 s =0or l ,  l ~j~ni} .  
V exactly contains the vectors 
(i) (S~ SD), 
(ii) (D --~ D<(~ ..... %)) all lj. = 0 (1 <~j ~ hi) for 1 ~< i ~< n, 
(iii) for each vector f / (1  ~ i ~ n): 
(iv) (Di,(zl ..... ~.,) -+ E) 
(D --~ e). 
Clearly, L(G,) = g(Gu.,). 
for 1 ~ j ~ ni , 
all l j=  l(l ~ j  ~n)  for l <~ i <~ n, 
THEOREM 3. q/$/'~" = ~/-~,  :g'~o" = ~/'~. 
This follows from Lemmas 6, 7 and Remark 3. The authors are unable to 
state an analogous equivalence result for the e-free case. 
In addition to the corresponding inclusions of Remark 3 there is the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Each language in 7W~(~¢/" ) is a language of ~(°gTtr) with 
tails. 2 
Proof. In the construction of Lemma 6(7) all productions A -+ E are 
replaced by A --~ d where d is a new terminal symbol. 
The equivalence and inclusion results of Sections IV and V are presented 
as follows. 
Summary. 
@'~"  = ~"Y '~ C ~Z ~ = ~' , .~  = ¢r~ = ~ 
~ c ~,~ c ~®. 
2 A language L is said to be a language L1 with tails if L C L~d* and x in L 1 implies 
that there is an m /> 0 such that xd '~ is inL (d is a new symbol not occurring inL 0. 
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VI. SYMBOL CHECKING INTERPRETATION 
We now consider a symbol checking interpretation of the application of 
productions. 
DEFINITION. Let (G, V), G = (N, T, R, S), be a matrixlike grammar of 
type (i) as defined in Sec. I I I ;  let F 1 be a subset of the set of all labels of 
productions in R. The triple (G, V, 1;'1) is said to be a matrixlike grammar of 
type (i) under symbol checking interpretation (sci) if the application of a 
production r : d -+ y in a derivation step 
T 
is determined by either 
there exist u, v such that w = uAv and v~ = uyv, or 
A does not occur in w, r in F 1 and ~ = w. 
All inclusion and equivalence results as stated in the summary of Section V 
also hold true for the corresponding families of languages generated by 
matrixlike grammars under sci. The proof of this assertion is straightforward 
from easy supplementary constructions (including nonempty failure fields 
for pg's) to the previous lemmas. 
This gives some new characterizations of the family ~d ° of recursively 
enumerable languages. As J t  "~ under sci equals ~ [cf., Salomaa (1970)] 
we get: 
~ ~dG ~ ~ o 
where the subscript c stands for the symbol checking interpretation. 
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